228.6 mm
OBJECT:

SPECIALTY CARDS

SET UP:

1. PICK YOUR POISON
Draw two more cards from the same deck. You’ll have
the option to perform either task as part of your “Moment,”
potentially earning the point value of your chosen card.

Earn 50 points before any of the other players or teams do.
Who are we kidding? The real goal is to embarrass yourself
in front of your friends, and to watch them do the same!
Shufﬂe the cards in the DO THIS deck and place face down
within reach of all players. Then do the same with the
SAY THIS deck. Note: Keep the DO THIS and the SAY THIS
cards in separate decks.
Players should sit in a circle “boy-girl” (or as close as you can).
If playing in teams, alternate team members so you’re sitting
directly across from your teammate.

THE CARDS:

190.5 mm

Most cards have a speciﬁc task and an “Awkward-Meter”
point value between 1 and 5. The more awkward your task,
the more points it’s worth! After each turn, place your cards
in a discard pile so they cannot be reused again during
that game.

INSTRUCTIONS
For 3 or more players, as individuals or teams of two

Ages 18+
NOTE: If playing a team game, your teammate should be a signiﬁcant other,
or someone you don’t mind getting to know personally!
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CONTENTS:

155 DO THIS Cards
155 SAY THIS Cards
26 Specialty Cards (4 PICK YOUR POISON, 6 DOUBLE OR NADA, 16 ALL PLAY CARDS)
Note: There are 13 specialty cards in the DO THIS deck, and 13 in the SAY THIS deck. They are
to be shufﬂed within each deck to be randomly drawn throughout the game.
1 Wipe Off Scorecard with Marker
1 Instruction Sheet

LET’S PLAY!

The player most likely to NOT be embarrassed by the cards
in this game may go ﬁrst.
Players take turns, going clockwise around the circle.
During your turn, you must draw one DO THIS card and
one SAY THIS card.
You must then perform your “Awkward Moment” – to earn
all points, you must do what’s on the DO THIS card while
saying what’s on the SAY THIS card!
EXAMPLE:
If your DO THIS task is “Scratch your crotch” (for 3 points)
and your SAY THIS task is “Bark like a dog” (for 1 point),
you can earn 4 points for successfully completing both tasks.
If you’re too embarrassed to perform any task(s), you may
decline to do either or both of them.
However, you’ll forfeit your chance to earn the points on
those card(s). And if you’re playing in teams, your teammate
will hate you forever. NO HALF-ASSING IT... do your moment
like you mean it!
After each “Awkward Moment,” everyone (who isn’t on your
team) must vote on whether you successfully completed
your task(s). If the MAJORITY of them give you a
“thumbs up,” you’ll earn points for each successfully
completed task.
Should the remaining players (JUDGING PANEL) agree that
the content on the card was successfully represented by the
player or team, ﬁll in the scoreboard for the point value
on the card(s).

There are 3 types of specialty cards, which trigger
exceptions to the rules:

2. DOUBLE OR NADA
Draw another card. The value of that card only is doubled,
but the opposing players must UNANIMOUSLY agree that you
completed the task to earn that card’s points. But if even one
player disagrees, you’ll get zero points for that task.
If you happen to select a DOUBLE OR NADA card from
both decks, the value of BOTH cards is doubled.
If you select another DOUBLE OR NADA card during your
re-draw, you must discard it and select another card
(sorry – there’s no QUADRUPLE OR NADA!)
3. ALL PLAY
If an ALL PLAY Card is drawn from EITHER deck, that player
must draw another card from the same deck to determine
what task will be performed. Then EVERYONE gets a chance
to perform the DO THIS and SAY THIS tasks. (For team play,
each team must nominate one member to perform both
tasks.)
Players take turns performing their version of that
“Awkward Moment” for the group, as convincingly as they
possibly can.
Afterwards, all players must vote on who did the best job.
(You may NOT vote for yourself or anyone on your own team!)
The winner earns the points for themselves or their team.
Once the ALL PLAY is complete, whoever drew the ALL PLAY
card draws again, so they get their own turn.
NOTE: Only one SPECIALTY CARD may be played per turn.
If you draw an additional specialty card, discard it and
continue drawing until you draw a normal task card.

WINNING:

The ﬁrst player or team to 50 points wins!

